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purpose english meaning cambridge dictionary
May 12 2024

purpose definition 1 why you do something or why something exists
2 if you do something on purpose you do it learn more

purpose definition meaning merriam webster
Apr 11 2024

the meaning of purpose is something set up as an object or end to be
attained intention how to use purpose in a sentence synonym
discussion of purpose

expressing purpose in english grammar form
and usage a Mar 10 2024

what does purpose mean in english purpose refers to the reason or
objective behind an action it is the intention or aim that drives a
particular effort consider the following example she studies hard
to pass her exams the purpose passing exams in the above example is
expressed using the prepositional phrase to pass her exams

purpose definition meaning dictionary com Feb
09 2024

noun the reason for which something exists or is done made used etc
synonyms target objective object rationale point an intended or
desired result end aim goal determination resoluteness the subject
in hand the point at issue practical result effect or advantage to
act to good purpose



purpose definition in american english collins
english Jan 08 2024

1 countable noun the purpose of something is the reason for which
it is made or done the purpose of the occasion was to raise money
for medical supplies the use of nuclear energy for military purposes
synonyms reason point idea goal more synonyms of purpose 2
countable noun

purpose definition meaning synonyms
vocabulary com Dec 07 2023

definitions of purpose noun what something is used for synonyms
function role use see more noun an anticipated outcome that is
intended or that guides your planned actions synonyms aim design
intent intention mission see more noun the quality of being
determined to do or achieve something firmness of purpose

purpose synonyms 98 similar and opposite
words merriam Nov 06 2023

definition of purpose 1 as in goal something that one hopes or
intends to accomplish the purpose of the research is to discover
how the virus is transmitted synonyms similar words relevance
goal aim intention plan intent objective idea object thing ambition
dream meaning aspiration design

purpose noun definition pictures
pronunciation and usage Oct 05 2023

purpose countable the intention aim or function of something the
thing that something is supposed to achieve our campaign s main



purpose is to raise money the plan achieved its primary purpose if
nothing else the purpose of the book is to provide a complete guide
to the university

purpose meaning of purpose in longman
dictionary of Sep 04 2023

from longman dictionary of contemporary english pur pose
�p��p�s �p��r s2 w2 noun 1 countable the purpose of something
is what it is intended to achieve purpose of the purpose of this
meeting is to elect a new chairman

purpose definition in the cambridge learner s
dictionary Aug 03 2023

noun uk �p��p�s us purpose noun reason add to word list b1 why
you do something or why something exists the main purpose of the
meeting is to discuss the future of the company the drug may be
legalized for medical purposes fewer examples the main purpose of
the meeting is to discuss the future of the company

writing the statement of purpose department
of english Jul 02 2023

writing the statement of purpose english graduate programs
writing statements of purpose general other resources writing
personal statements online from penn state writing a personal
statement from purdue writing center

purpose n meanings etymology and more



oxford english Jun 01 2023

�p��p�s pur puhss u s english �p�rp�s pur puhss see pronunciation
where does the noun purpose come from earliest known use middle
english is a borrowing from french etymons purpois purpos propose
propos see etymology nearby entries purpling n 1838 purpling adj
1637 purplish adj 1562

purpose wordreference com dictionary of
english Apr 30 2023

the reason for which something exists or is done made used etc an
intended or desired result end aim goal determination resoluteness
the subject in hand the point at issue practical result effect or
advantage to act to good purpose idioms on purpose by design
intentionally how could you do such a thing on purpose

purpose in english perfect english grammar
Mar 30 2023

it s used when we want to explain what something is generally
used for or what its purpose is we don t use for infinitive a camera
is for taking photos

the importance of english 11 reasons to
learn the language Feb 26 2023

what makes english an important language not just a common one
is it really worth putting all that time effort and energy into
learning english english is an important language for all kinds of
professional and personal goals



common ways to express purpose voa
learning english Jan 28 2023

a more formal way to express purpose is by using in order to plus
the infinitive form of the verb listen to this example i listen to the
podcast in order to improve my listening skills you

the importance of english in the workplace
british council Dec 27 2022

english is the language of business in a globalized world where
money and trade flow across borders a good command of english is
essential

what is english for academic purposes eap
Nov 25 2022

eap is in short the written or spoken forms that are most useful
to students when attempting to complete academic assignments
improve academic skills understand academic policies and navigate
academic norms which language is academic

purpose definition meaning britannica
dictionary Oct 25 2022

britannica dictionary definition of purpose 1 count the reason why
something is done or used the aim or intention of something the
purpose of the new resort is to attract more tourists there s
little no purpose in restarting the process there is little no reason
to start the process again



purpose definition in the cambridge english
dictionary Sep 23 2022

purpose meaning 1 why you do something or why something exists 2
if you do something on purpose you do it learn more
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